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Jade Release Notes (Dec 2023)

Events Timeline

OfficeExpert TrueDEM provides lots of insights and information. However, sometimes you want to quickly see across the board what is going on in order to 
see relations and impacts. That’s why we’ve introduced the Events timeline on the User Details. This table shows the major changes and problem in 
relation to other changes and problems going on. Areas in which events are posted are: Network (WIFI, BSSID, etc.), Device (CPU, RAM, etc.) Teams 
Calls (bad calls, audio, video, etc.) and Applications (installed, removed updated)

We will be extending this feature in the future so keep your eyes peeled for further updates!

Connectivity Journey

Another change is that we now added a visual representation of a user’s connection to the Microsoft Teams cloud. Highlighting all the important 
connections points from device to (home/remote) local network to ISP to Microsoft Cloud. As a connection can route over multiple ISP’s before it hits the 
cloud we include both the first and last ISP the user touches.

Live Teams Calls overview page

On the new live Teams Call Overview page organizations can get a birds eye view of how many calls are going on, in which of their networks and which of 
them are having problems. You can click through to get more information on the types of problems users are having in a specific network as well as dive 
even deeper to open the streaming metrics for a specific user in a call. Giving you unprecedented insight into what is going on at any time of the day with 
Teams calls across your organization.
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Calls made from not-managed networks (e.g. remote / home workers) are shown as well but as external calls as they aren’t routed over a controlled 
(managed) network.

Note: There is a slight processing interval before the data is portrayed

Enhanced Real Time Call Data - Details

The real time Call Data – Details page is further enhanced to show more clearly what is going on during a call. This includes seeing the type of errors that 
occur, the consecutive problems with audio, video or screen sharing as they are happening along a timeline and the changes that occur at the same time. 
All aimed at giving you quick insight into where the problem is likely to originate from.
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We’ve also included links back to the Call Quality Debug page (in order to quickly navigate from there to any other participants of this call) and a link to the 
streaming metrics page if you are looking at an ongoing call and want to see the limited data set without processing delay.

Call List replaced

You asked and we delivered!

In the old situation there were several ways of finding and accessing a call. Through the call list (accessible from the Search page), from the Teams Call 
section on the user details page and through the Live Call Overview page. Each of these methods had there pro’s and cons with one showing more calls 
and the other more details like participants and problem areas. So we decided to bring all of it together into one. The new call list is now located on the 
Teams Call List tab in the User Experience page (accessible through the user search). This tab already contained certain call KPI’s but is now extended 
with a list of calls the user made in the last 7 days. With the option to extend that to all calls in the last 21 days.

Per call, you have an overview of participants, as well as indicators that tell you where the problems occurred.

Accessing live calls directly from the call list

With the new call list we also added the feature of showing you*, when the user is in call. And not just show, it also allows you to open directly the Real 
Time Call Data - Details page with streaming metrics page for that call as it is happening. This makes it possible to dive into a call as it is happening for a 
user that for instance is reporting problems to you.

Agent Manager
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Release management – insider channel

As part of the new TrueDEM Manager version 6 an branch concept in our auto-update model was introduced to have specific users assigned to a preview 
versus General Availability (GA) release track.

On average, we release incremental updates to our agents 2-3 times per month. We understand that this is too frequent for the entire user population in 
most enterprises. Therefore this new branch model will give you more control over who gets what release of the TrueDEM agent.

Each time a new TrueDEM agent update package is generated in the Microsoft store, this is automatically added to our distribution points for the Preview 
Branch (Insider Channel). Any user that is set to preview would get this update installed within one day. Preview users can expect to silently receive 2-3 
agent updates per month.

OfficeExpert also has a General Availability, or GA Branch (Enterprise Channel). The GA branch is usually updated once a month. All recent Preview 
branch releases which have been deployed to previews users for at least 2 weeks are evaluated for stability, security and overall impact experienced when 
operating on preview users. The optimal version with the proper testing time is selected and assigned to be the new GA.

Organizations can use roles to assign users to either the Insider (Preview) or Enterprise (GA) channel. More information about this feature can be found 
here: How to use the Insider Channel

Fixes & other improvements
We constantly strive to enhance our product. Check the   page for a full list of updates!Intermediate fixes & updates on the portal

*Please be aware that there can be a delay in the button being portrayed of ~1 to 4 minutes due to processing. 

http://kbase-prod-01.panagenda.local:8090/kbase/display/OE/How+to+use+the+Insider+Channel
http://kbase-prod-01.panagenda.local:8090/kbase/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=64620653
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